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LEAD AN H2OO CHAPTER

Everyone can do their part to help preserve and protect our oceans and 
waterways, but it’s easier, more fun and much more effective when we 
all work together to get a job done. Join Heirs To Our Oceans (H2OO) 
as a youth leader! Form a chapter where friends can join you in working 
toward ocean- and water-protecting goals and in sharing your 
successes with fellow Heirs around the world. 

Starting an H2OO Chapter 
Any young person who feels a passionate connection to our oceans 
and waterways and wants to protect our water planet can start an 
H2OO chapter and become a Chapter Youth Leader by following these 
steps: 

1. Determine if your chapter is best suited as a school chapter or a 
community chapter. If you are aiming to start a community 
chapter, first check to see if there is already one in your area.  

2. Find at least 4 friends to join you in becoming an H2OO chapter.  

3. Find a supporting adult who will act as your “Chapter Advisor”.  

4. Prepare and submit the H2OO Chapter Application. 

https://h2oo.org/be-an-heir/
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5. Once your Application is accepted, you and your Chapter Advisor 
will receive documentation to prepare including a Chapter 
Agreement.  

6. Upon receiving your executed documents, you will receive an 
H2OO Starter Kit, including a t-shirt for you and stickers to 
distribute.  

Chapter Leadership Team: 

Youth Leader and Adult Advisor 
The Chapter Youth Leader along with the adult Chapter Advisor will 
make up the Chapter Leadership Team. Their responsibilities are to 
ensure that the Chapter operates within the Chapter Agreement, fosters 
a community that embodies H2OO’s Visions, Mission and Pillars, Code 
of Conduct, and connects with other Heirs world-wide through the 
H2OO web portal and other engagements. 

Chapter Youth Leader (CYL) responsibilities include: being a leader of 
the group, holding oneself out at a higher-standard, as a role model; 
demonstrating confidence and I-Can-Do!; planning meetings with CA; 
working toward meeting the goals of H2OO as set forth in the H2OO 
Mission; overseeing the Chapter Initiative; meeting with the CA regularly 
to ensure a successful group according to Chapter Agreement and 
Mission; engaging in fund raising for your group; attending events and 
conferences where you can learn about current ocean and water issues 
and solutions and network with others; attending (virtual) meetings with 
and reporting to the Executive Director or Program Manager. 

A good leader understands the importance of empowering their Chapter 
members through demonstrating empathy, cultural awareness, 
proactive engagement, sharing responsibility, and cultivating a “power 
with”, not “power over” team. 
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Chapter Advisor (CA) responsibilities include: attending meetings, 
fostering a sense of empowerment and confidence, Kids-Can-Do, 
among the Heirs; ensuring compliance with the Chapter Agreement, 
H2OO’s Vision, Mission and Pillars, and Code of Conduct; preparing 
necessary paperwork including documents for insurance coverage and 
background checks; overseeing meetings and activities; ensuring social 
media promotion and conforming to guidelines; ensuring proper logo 
use; preparing a data base of members and contacts; meeting minutes 
are recorded and maintained; offering guidance to the Heirs as they 
work to share their learnings and findings with Heirs worldwide via the 
H2OO web portal; networking and making connections for the 
organization; supporting fund raising efforts; attending meetings with 
and reporting to the Executive Director or Program Manager. 

A Year in Your Chapter 
A year in an H2OO Chapter is full of so much growth and connection, 
globally! How does this happen? Here are 3 Phases in the year that will 
help guide you in being successful in your H2OO commitment and in 
joining our ocean- and waterway-protecting movement! 

PHASE 1:  3 months

• GET CONNECTED! 

• Share your water story: Take time to share your story or stories 
that connect you to our planet’s blue. 

• Share your water concern: Take time to share what your concern 
is about the ocean, a waterway or our water! Did you see a 
seabird with plastic in its mouth or see too much garbage at a 
beach? Is your community’s ground water or tap water unsafe to 
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drink? Are your rivers or streams polluted? What human impact 
on our water planet makes you want to turn it around?

 

• GET EDUCATED! 

• Movie-watching gatherings: Watch a documentary about 
human impact on our oceans and waterways to get further 
informed. Some good ones include A Plastic Ocean, Chasing 
Coral, Flow, Tapped, Blue Gold – World Water Wars, Before 
The Flood, Blue Serengeti, Blue Fin, Sonic Sea, Chasing Ice, 
Straws, Sharkwater, Sharkwater Extinction, The Cove, Chasing 
the Thunder and Racing Extinction. 

• H2OO video viewings: Watch Heirs To Our Oceans videos! We 
have some on our website and our Heirs To Our Oceans 
YouTube site, including some that Heirs in international teams 
made at our annual S.E.A.L. (Summit for Empowerment Action 
& Leadership)! 

• Attend events: Research upcoming informative events to 
attend together in your area and plan an educational 
outing! 

• GET ORGANIZED!

• Set your meetings: An H2OO chapter will meet at least once a 
month.  Additional or more frequent meetings may be 

necessary at times to support Heirs’ activities. Your chapter 
should meet at least 4 times during Phase 1. Your CA should 
be present at your meetings assisting with calendar and 
lending guidance as necessary. 
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• Record your meeting:  Take notes and maintain them!

• Commitment Packet documentation executed and received by 
Executive Director or Program Manager, including:   

• Liability waiver and photo/video release executed by parents 
or legal guardian for each youth participant; 

• Parent and Heir Agreement prepared by parent and youth 
participant.

• These form must be prepared before participating in 
H2OO activities.

• Communication method determined: Determine the best 
method for the chapter to communicate. We recommend a 
google group for Heirs + CA and a google group for CA + 
parents. 

• Document repository determined: Determine the best method 
for maintaining the chapter’s documents. We recommend a 
google drive to which all have access. 

• Calendar system determined: Determine the best method for 
maintaining the chapter’s calendar for all to view. We 
recommend a google calendar.

• GET ACTIVE!

• Beach, Waterway or Inland “Sweeps” and Brand Audits!  
Attend or organize beach, waterway or inland “sweeps” to 
conduct a brand audit! 

• What is a “sweep”?  Well, we’ve realized that we can’t 
clean it up because the rate at which single-use 
plastics is being churned into our environment and 
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derelict fishing gear is being lost or abandoned by 
industrialized fishing is such that it’s just too much to 
clean up.  So, we do “sweeps” so that we can collect, 
sort and conduct a brand audit.  

• Land-sea pollution is a major issue for our oceans, so 
cleaning up at the source – inland! – is a great way to 
get active. 

• Process the data – weight, type of debris, etc., -- and 
keep a log book.  

• Use H2OO’s (on our website) or Break Free From 
Plastic’s Brand Auditing form to maintaining a log on 
what corporations are the biggest plastic polluters. 
Upload your brand and manufacturer findings to the 
Break Free From Plastic website so that an annual 
report can be generated and then corporate 
responsibility can more effectively be sought.  You can 
use the app Litterati to do the brand audit as well!

• Be Citizen Scientists! Find out what Citizen Scientist activities 
are happening in your community and get busy in gathering 
data for scientists to use. 

• Conduct at-home experiments! Determine how much plastic 
you are using in a week and try to reduce it each week. Test 
your local water for toxins such as over-the-limit nitrates from 
fertilizer use in agriculture communities.  Measure your 
waters pH levels.  And more! 

• Conduct investigations in your community: What is recyclable 
and what isn’t? Visit your local recycling center to learn what 
is truly recyclable and how much of that is actually being 
recycled.  What types of seafood are being served or fished 
for in your communities, and how is it caught?  Do you live in 
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a farming community where chemical fertilizers are being 
used, pesticides and herbicides and running off into 
groundwater that is poisoning people’s drinking water or into 
the ocean where marine life is being harmed?  SO much to 
investigate! 

• Report your activities on Facebook, Twitter and InstaGram! 
You can inspire and inform others through optimistic and 
enthusiastic posts. Learn about how to post as an Heir.

• GET SERIOUS!

• Think about what your Chapter Initiative will be: The group 
can brainstorm issues they want to take on as a group. 
Ultimately the CYL will make a final determination as to the 
Initiative with the CA’s guidance. 

• Decide your Initiative: By the time your chapter meets for the 
last time during these first 3 months, you’ll want to have 
decided upon an Initiative. 

• A Chapter Initiative should: 

• Be specific and clearly stated;

• Be feasible to be met successfully within 1 year; 

• These can be tiered where an additional Initiative 
or set of Initiatives are taken on in the year if the 
first set of Initiatives are met. 

• Here are some ideas: 
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• Look for a current-event item that Heirs could join 
in on. For eg., are you experiencing red tide/
domoic acid in your community in groundwater in 
a lake or on the coast?  What could you do about 
it with your powerful youth voices and influence?   

• Engage in a Plastic-Free Campaign. 

• Petition local or state governments to change 
harmful regulations.

• Get as many local restaurants as possibly to 
serve only assured sustainably caught seafood or 
none at all. Ask them to pledge to honor their 
commitment.

• Find a local waterway, beach, estuary, etc. that 
needs attention and conduct ongoing research 
and campaign to fix problems there. 

         
PHASE 2:  3 months 

• GET TO WORK!

• Prepare to tackle your Initiative: Now it’s time to roll up your 
sleeves and get yourselves organized to take on your 
Initiative challenge.

• Process action items, delegate and determine 
timeline.

• Set benchmarks for your chapter.

• Source and reach out to expert who are willing to 
help by providing you with essential information.  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• Choose an area of focus: What of the ocean or a waterway 
do you want to learn more about? A natural resource of the 
ocean that is being affected by human impact, such as 
cetaceans, cephalopods, kelp, or coral? A human impact 
itself, such as unsustainable fishing practices, oil drilling 
and spills or climate change? Policy making that protects or 
harms your oceans, waterways and water? Whatever you 
feel passionately about, dive into only current and credible 
research. For us, our credibility is everything, so ensure 
that you’re learning it correctly. To that degree, find an 
expert mentor. 

• Prepare to connect with an expert: Before contacting an 
expert mentor, do some background research on the 
subject matter and on the person who you are contacting. 
Thereafter, via email, try to arrange for a phone interview. 
The contact should be made by the Heir, not an adult. 
Prepare well for the interview with well thought-through 
questions that reflect your preparatory work. During the 
telephone interview ask an adult or friend to type the 
interview so that you have the notes. Ask the expert if you 
can visit his/her facility for a tour or see his/her work in the 
field if appropriate. 

• Prepare to speak out: Public speaking is a major 
component of being an Heir: You can’t educate others 
about the problems and solutions unless you’re willing to 
speak out about the problems and solutions. And we have 
learned that kids and adults alike really want to hear from 
us youth. To be able to speak out as an Heir – tabling, 
presenting, being interviewed, paneling, etc., -- you must 
be able to effectively articulate the Heirs’ Vision, Mission 
and Pillars and all about our global movement. We have a 
document for that so that you can learn all about it. You 
also much be able to effectively and accurately speak about 
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some of the problems our oceans face, so your work on 
your chosen focus area is helpful. 

• Prepare to write: Heirs also write about the problems our 
oceans face and about solutions. Heirs have written 
research papers, have created websites, and have 
prepared blogs that include a call-to-action and have 
written reports on events attended. See the Heirs website 
to peruse the writings. Important is that the work is 
reviewed for content, spelling, grammar and organization of 
thought by 2 adults before it is approved to go out into the 
world. If it involves research, then all facts must be 
accurately and effectively cited and it must be also be 
reviewed by an expert. H2OO has an Advisory Council 
willing to review the Heirs’ work on various subject matters.  
Important:  Always give photo credit if the images used are 
not your own.

• Fundraise! There are so many opportunities for Heirs in 
travel, in attending learning and networking events, in 
attending development workshops, and in getting dive 
certified. We highly recommend bringing funding into your 
chapter in fun and connecting ways. 

PHASE 3:  3 months

• SHARE WITH WORLD WHAT YOU ARE WORKING ON!

• Speak out and submit writings! 

• Tackle your Chapter Initiative!  Work toward success as you 
defined it. 

• Encourage others to become Heirs and join the global 
movement!
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• CELEBRATE YOUR SUCCESSES!

• Show the world what you’ve accomplished for your water 
planet for your generation!

• Share via social media!

• Share with local government officials to inspire them 
toward making change! 

• Have a party, something wonderful, and share it with all 
of your fellow Heirs, worldwide. 

REQUIREMENTS: 
CHECK-IN: 

CYL and CA will report to the Executive Director or someone assigned 
by the Executive Director regarding your Chapter status, successes, 
ideas, etc. Reporting will be done at the end of Sept or beginning Oct, 
then again in January, and again in May. We encourage you to attend 
an annual Heirs Retreat and/or H2OO’s SEAL.

EMPOWERMENT ABOVE POLITICS: 

As an organization that focuses on empowerment of youth, neither 
H2OO nor its chapter members may serve the agenda of a politician nor 
of a government official, including for public relations/media purposes 
and to travel as a part of his/her delegation nor to represent that 
politician or government official in any capacity. 

ACTION ALIGNMENT WITH CURRENT & CUTTING-EDGE EFFORTS 
AND CAMPAIGNS ADOPTED BY H2OO: 
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Heirs To Our Oceans promotes action that is in alignment with best and 
most cutting-edge practices and most current scientific knowledge 
regarding protection of ocean and waterways for future generations. 
Accordingly, Heirs, its chapters and its representatives are to take 
ocean- and water- protecting action that aligns with such practices and 
knowledge. 

For example, Heirs To Our Oceans is a part of the 
#BreakFreeFromPlastic movement. It is well understood, after decades 
of trial and observation, that recycling programs will not minimize nor 
prevent plastic pollution due to the rate at which corporations are putting 
single-use plastic into the market place. Opposite, often recycling 
programs are enablers to by more plastic and just put into a marked 
recycling bin. Thus, Heirs To Our Oceans does not promote putting 
resources into “recycling programs” as a solution. 

GRANT MONIES AND THE PURPOSE FOR WHICH THEY ARE 
SOUGHT MUST BE APPROVED: 

Any Heir, Heir chapter or representative seeking grant monies must 
have the grant and the purpose for which it is sought approved before 
the grant is applied for. Please direct any inquiries to April Peebler, 
Executive Director, at april@heirstoouroceans.org. 

We look forward to your joining the next generation of environmental leaders. 

     


